BioCompass: a novel functional inference tool that utilizes MeSH hierarchy to analyze groups of genes.
Microarray technology has become employed widely for biological researchers to identify genes associated with conditions such as diseases and drugs. To date, many methods have been developed to analyze data covering a large number of genes, but they focus only on statistical significance and cannot decipher the data with biological concepts. Gene Ontology (GO) is utilized to understand the data with biological interpretation; however, it is restricted to specific ontology such as biological process, molecular function, and cellular component. Here, we attempted to apply MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) to interpret groups of genes from biological viewpoint. To assign MeSH terms to genes, in this study, contexts associated with genes are retrieved from full set of MEDLINE data using machine learning, and then extracted MeSH terms from retrieved articles. Utilizing the developed method, we implemented a software called BioCompass. It generates high-scoring lists and hierarchical lists for diseases MeSH terms associated with groups of genes to utilize MeSH and GO tree, and illustrated a wiring diagram by linking genes with extracted association from articles. Researchers can easily retrieve genes and keywords of interest, such as diseases and drugs, associated with groups of genes. Using retrieved MeSH terms and OMIM in conjunction with, we could obtain more disease information associated with target gene. BioCompass helps researchers to interpret groups of genes such as microarray data from a biological viewpoint.